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Bike Share Program
By Officer Sherman

Recently within the City of Phoenix, you might have noticed some bright new additions in random areas. I’m speaking
about the bright green and yellow bicycles which have started to appear.
The green bicycles are from a company named LimeBike, and the yellow from a company named OFO.
The bicycles are originating from Scottsdale, who gave them permission to drop 800 bicycles from each company, into
down-town Scottsdale.
The premise behind the companies is a person can download the app on their phone, GPS where a
bicycle is, find
it, scan the QR code and pay to ride the bicycle for up to 24 hours. After the time paid for is up, the bicycle waits for
you to stop and then will automatically lock.
You then park the bicycle, and leave it for someone else to find and use.
The problem is they are being left in areas where they are not supposed to be, and they have never been given permission to be in Phoenix. They are being left in driveways, blocking sidewalks, in canals, down allies, on private properties, etc.
Recently communities and groups have met with the companies to speak about how they can be removed if not
wanted. OFO has met with and provided the City with numbers to call; and within 24 hours the bicycles are usually
removed.
LimeBike has a similar number, but sometimes it takes a little longer to remove.
Should a bicycle be found, whether legally or illegally left, you may call the following numbers and request to have the
bicycles removed.
OFO (yellow bikes)- 602-632-2985
Cs_us@ofobike.com
Lime bikes—1-888-546-3345

Authority to Arrest Trespassing Form
The Phoenix Police Department has recently implemented an automated electronic system to submit your Authority
to Arrest Trespassing form. You can electronically submit an "Authority to Arrest" using our online form, which can
be done by clicking on the link below and following the directions entirely, https://www.phoenix.gov/police/
neighborhood-resources/criminal-trespass

This form grants officers permission to patrol your property and arrest people who might be trespassing on the premises. This is especially useful for property owners, winter visitors, and business owners.
Authority to Arrest" forms are valid for one year. Thirty days before the expiration, owners/agents will receive a reminder of expiration via the registered/primary e-mail address on file that the Authority to Arrest form will need to
be completed again and submitted to remain valid. Additionally, if there are changes in ownership/agent status, a
new form will need to be completed and submitted to the Phoenix Police Department.
As always, if you have any questions or are having problems with the form, contact your Community Action Officer.

